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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a decentralized framework for optimizing the coordina-

tion of robot networks to track multiple moving targets in applications like se-

curity and surveillance. The problem of network optimization is proven to be

NP-hard, highlighting the need for efficient solutions. The proposed frame-

work presents two novel decentralized coordination methods: the group-based

algorithm and the bundle-based algorithm. These methods aim to achieve

adaptive and conflict-free target assignments, with the bundle-based algorithm

providing more effective coordination and guaranteeing a 1
2 -approximation in

the worst-case scenario. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed ap-

proaches outperform existing algorithms, achieving performance close to the

optimal solution in significantly less time. Compared to EER control and PD

control, the group-based assignment and control (GBAC) and the bundle-based

assignment and control (BBAC) demonstrate superior performance due to their

adaptive target assignments achieved through network coordination. Among

the two methods, BBAC shows higher average target tracking rate (ATTR) and

lower average robot traveling distance (ARTD), resulting in improved track-

ing efficiency. Physical experiments using a network of ground robots tracking

human targets further validate the practicality of the proposed approach in real-

world scenarios.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The progress in robot sensing and mobility has made it possible to use multi-

robot networks to track a greater number of moving targets in various appli-

cations such as security and surveillance. The essential objective of tracking is

to maximize its quality through network coordination and control, which in-

cludes assigning specific targets to particular robots and determining the best

states for tracking. While centralized strategies are optimal, they are not fea-

sible for large-scale networks because they require excessive computation and

communication. Thus, distributed methods are preferred because of their scal-

ability, robustness, and efficiency. This chapter introduces a new distributed

framework for coordinating a network of robots. The framework is designed

to address the challenges of limited sensing and communication ranges and

achieve conflict-free assignments through local communication.

1.1 Motivations

Multi-robot networks (MRNs) present a crucial set of problems in robotics,

which have stimulated a range of research directions over the last decade due

to the increasing complexity of envisioned missions [16, 22]. For example, these

networks, comprising unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and/or unmanned

ground vehicles (UGVs), are being used to perform challenging tasks in area

such as urban search and rescue [6, 1], automated warehouses [26, 9], informa-

tion gathering [5, 30], and surveillance [36, 19]. Through intelligent coordina-

tion and autonomous control, MRNs can work simultaneously to reduce task
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completion time, share mission-critical data to enhance situational awareness,

and create redundancy to improve fault tolerance. Therefore, MRNs are more

promising than single robot systems.

To address the multi-target tracking problem in MRNs, several approaches

have been proposed. One category of methods is based on centralized optimiza-

tion, which involves solving a combinatorial optimization problem to assign

targets to robots. For example, a graph-based approach has been proposed in

[2], where a bipartite graph is constructed to represent the assignment problem

and a minimum-cost flow algorithm is used to find the optimal assignment. An-

other centralized approach is based on particle swarm optimization [13], where

a global optimization algorithm is used to optimize the assignment of targets to

robots. On the other hand, decentralized approaches have also been developed

to address the multi-target tracking problem in MRNs. One popular approach is

based on auction algorithms [3], where robots bid on targets and the targets are

assigned to the robots with the highest bids. A distributed auction algorithm has

been proposed in [27], where the auction process is carried out locally at each

robot and a consensus algorithm is used to ensure that the final assignment is

globally optimal. Overall, the multi-target tracking problem in MRNs is a chal-

lenging research topic and various approaches have been proposed to address

it. The choice of method depends on the specific application and requirements,

as well as the computational resources available.
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1.2 Challenges

This paper focuses on addressing the challenges of coordinating MRNs in sit-

uations where the number of targets exceeds the number of robots. This is a

challenging scenario as it requires simultaneously determining the target as-

signment and controlling the robots in real-time. Some existing methods pro-

posed in [30, 34, 33] converts the problem into an integral linear programming

(ILP) formulation, which aims to assign the robots to targets and determine their

control inputs. However, the limitation of the methods is that they rely on pre-

specified actions for the robot control, which may not be optimal or feasible in

all situations. This may result in suboptimal tracking performance, especially

in complex and dynamic environments where targets may move unpredictably.

Another limitation is that these method use omnidirectional sensors and assume

that the robot network has access to perfect information about the targets and

the environment, which is often not the case in real-world scenarios. In practice,

robots may have limited sensing and communication capabilities, which result

in difficulty of real-world target detection, classification, and state estimation

using robot onboard sensors. Furthermore, these methods are based on cen-

tralized approaches, which require a centralized controller to make decisions

for the entire robot network. This may not be scalable or robust, especially for

large-scale and distributed systems, where communication and computation re-

sources are limited.
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1.3 Contributions

This paper addresses the limitations of existing methods for the coordination

of multi-robot networks problem by proposing a decentralized approach that

maximizes network tracking quality in real-time for target assignment prob-

lem. In this paper, two novel methods, the group-based assignment and the

bundle-based assignment, are developed to find adaptive target assignments

through multi-hop communication. The paper also introduces an integrated

pipeline for online sensing of target detection, classification, and state estima-

tion, which relies on data from robot onboard vision and motion sensors. The

numerical simulations demonstrate that the proposed approaches perform bet-

ter than the pre-defined baseline methods for various communication ranges.

The quantitative analysis also evaluates the effectiveness of different methods

for target tracking in a decentralized network using two metrics: average target

tracking rate (ATTR) and average robot traveling distance (ARTD). The results

demonstrate that the proposed GBAC and BBAC methods exhibit higher aver-

age efficiency compared to EER and PD controls, leading to improved tracking

efficiency. Furthermore, the computational complexity analysis shows that the

proposed target assignment methods converge in a finite number of steps and

have polynomial time complexity. Finally, physical experiments with a network

of ground robots executing the distributed optimization in real-time provide

additional evidence of the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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CHAPTER 2

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ASSUMPTIONS

This paper considers the problem of coordinating a group of mobile robots,

specifically unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), to track multiple moving tar-

gets for security and surveillance purposes. The workspace denoted byW Ă R2

is assumed to be a closed and bounded two-dimensional (2D) space, populated

with N number of robots denoted by N “ t1, . . . ,Nu,N P N`. As shown in Fig.

1, the inertial frame FW is fixed with respect to the world and used as the refer-

ence frame for the robots. Each robot i has a moving Cartesian frame FAi that is

embedded in the robot and moves with it. The state of each robot is represented

by a state vector si “ rxi yi θis
T , where xi and yi are the 2D coordinates of the

robot in the moving Cartesian frame FAi and θi is its orientation. The unicycle

motion model [24, 11] is used to describe the motion of each robot,

9si “

»

—

—

—

—

–

9xi

9yi

9θi

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

—

–

vi cos θi

vi sin θi

ωi

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ fpsi,uiq, @i P N (2.1)

with the control vector ui “ rvi wis
T P R2 representing its linear and angular

velocities, respectively. Assuming a constant sampling interval ∆t P R`, the

robot state and control vector at time k∆t can be represented by sipkq “ sipk∆tq

and uipkq “ uipk∆tq. Then, the state and control of the robot network can be

written as spkq “ rsT
1 pkq . . . sT

NpkqsT P R3N and upkq “ ruT
1 pkq . . . uT

NpkqsT P

R2N , respectively.

Let M “ t1, . . . ,Mu, M P N` denote the index set of dynamic targets,

where M is the total number of targets, and the number of targets is no less

than the number of robots in a MRN, pM ą Nq. Assuming a unique tar-
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Figure 2.1: Definition of the state of a robot

get index j, j P M, the state of target j at time k∆t can be represented by

x jpkq “ rx jpkq y jpkq vx, jpkq vy, jpkqsT P R4, where x jpkq, y jpkq are the positions

and vx, jpkq, vy, jpkq are the velocities with respect to FW. The position and velocity

of all targets at a particular time k are represented by the state vector xpkq. The

state vector is a concatenation of individual target state vectors x1pkq to xMpkq.

Each target’s velocity is assumed to be constant and is affected by additive, zero-

mean Gaussian process noise wpkq. The target’s motion model at any discrete

time k is given by

x jpkq “ Fx jpk ´ 1q ` wpkq, wpkq „ Np0,Qq (2.2)

where F is a known state transition matrix and Q is the covariance matrix of the

process noise.

The robots in the workspace observe the targets that are within their field-

of-view (FOV), which is a compact subset ofW represented by Si ĂW, @i P N .

For estimating the position of targets, this paper proposes an online sensing ap-

proach to measure target positions in the inertial frame using RGB image, depth
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image, and robot localization. This approach differs from existing methods that

use vision-based sensors which measure target positions in the camera frame

or virtual image plane [12, 20, 37], leading to complex nonlinear measurement

models. Equation 2.3 represents the measurement model used to estimate the

state of the targets. Here, zi, jpkq is the measurement of target j by robot i at time

k, x jpkq is the true state of target j at time k, and vpkq is the measurement noise

which is assumed to be Gaussian with covariance matrix R. The matrix H maps

the target state into the measurement space, and in this case, it simply selects

H “ rI2 02s.

zi, jpkq “ Hx jpkq ` vpkq if x jpkq P Sipkq (2.3)

The measurement model in Equation 2.3 is linear, which simplifies the esti-

mation process. It allows the use of the Kalman filter [38], a popular recursive

algorithm for estimating the state of dynamic systems. In particular, given the

target motion model and measurement model, x̂i, jpkq can be recursively esti-

mated by Kalman filtering using Equation 2.4. The Kalman filter operates by

maintaining a predicted state estimate based on the previous estimate and the

motion model, and updates this estimate with new measurements as they be-

come available. The innovation term ei, jpkq is the difference between the actual

measurement and the predicted measurement based on the current state esti-

mate, and is used to update the estimate with the Kalman gain matrix Kpkq.

x̂i, jpkq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

Fx̂i, jpk ´ 1q ` Kpkqei, jpkq if x jpkq P Sipkq

Fx̂i, jpk ´ 1q if x jpkq < Sipkq

(2.4)

In this paper, the tracking problem is discussed where the number of tar-

gets exceeds the number of robots (M ą N), and not all targets can be tracked

simultaneously. Therefore, network coordination and control are crucial in de-
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termining a valid target assignment and obtaining the most informative mea-

surements.

Definition 1 (Valid Target Assignment) : Given M targets represented by the

index setM “ t1, . . . ,Mu, a valid target assignment to a network of N robots at

any time k is defined as a collection of N subsets, Ppkq ≜ tP1pkq, . . . , PNpkqu, such

that every element inM is included in one and only one subset in Ppkq, i.e.,

Pipkq X Pi1pkq “ H, if i , i1, and
N

ď

i“1

Pipkq “M (2.5)

The target assignment space, denoted by P, is the family of all valid target as-

signments that satisfy (2.5). Because by definition Pipkq X Pi1pkq “ H, then no

conflicts may arise and, thus, a valid assignment is also called a conflict-free

assignment. Moreover, target assignment in this work may vary over time as

a function of the robot and target states, which forms a distinct contrast to the

existing work that assumes static target assignment [5, 10].

A utility function, Ui, jpsipkq, x̂i, jpkqq, is introduced in this paper to measure the

performance of tracking target. Assuming that the targets move independently

of each other, the overall tracking quality of a multi-robot network (MRN) can

be evaluated by summing up the tracking utility of all targets:

Ug ≜
ÿ

iPN

»

–

ÿ

jPPipkq

Ui, jpsipkq, x̂i, jpkqq

fi

fl (2.6)

The objective of this paper is to determine the optimal target assignment by

solving a novel network optimization problem that maximizes Ug. Therefore, it

is assumed that the optimal network control is found simultaneously.
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CHAPTER 3

DECENTRALIZED OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

3.1 Online Sensing

Online sensing allows robots to gather information from their environment us-

ing various sensors and modalities, and use that information to perform tasks

such as localization, detection, classification, and state estimation. By integrat-

ing multiple data modalities such as RGB, depth, and odometry data, robots

can obtain a more complete and accurate understanding of their surroundings,

and make more informed decisions based on that information. In this paper,

three primary sub-tasks are introduced for the online sensing process as shown

in Fig.3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Online sensing pipeline for integrated target detection, classifi-
cation, and state estimation

Firstly, Robot localization can be achieved by onboard odometry sensors or

by overhead localization like motion capture systems. As robot localization can
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be measured through these existing techniques, this paper focuses on the inte-

grated approach for target detection, classification, and state estimation.

Secondly, target detection and classification is performed using CNN-based

architectures such as YOLO or Mask-RCNN, as mentioned in [29, 15]. These

architectures are implemented on RGB images from robot cameras, and they

output bounding box of human targets in the image frame, which are then used

to query the target-classification pipeline. The goal of target classification is

to associate the online detected targets with the pre-specified targets-of-interest

they most resemble. This paper assumes that each target-of-interest is known to

the MRN by a reference image with a unique ID, as shown in Fig.3.1. However,

due to the dynamic characteristics of the mobile network, target classification

needs to be robust to viewpoint changes to prevent frequent ID-switching as

robots and targets move across the workspace. To achieve robust target classi-

fication, a deep neural network trained for person re-identification, known as

the Re-ID Net, is adopted as described in [35, 23]. The Re-ID Net is invariant

to the translation and rotation of image features, making it ideal for this task.

During the tracking mission, the Re-ID Net implemented on each robot extracts

convolutional features from the bounding box of the detected targets, which are

then compared to the re-ID features of the reference images to find the closest

match as the recognized target.

Lastly, the states of targets are estimated by fusing RGB data, depth data,

and robot localization. This paper utilizes a ray tracing method that takes into

account the camera’s intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The ray tracing method

involves mapping the 2D pixel coordinate of the target in the image frame to

the 3D camera frame using the camera’s intrinsic parameters. Then, the 3D

10



coordinate in the camera frame is transformed to the global inertial frame using

the robot’s localization information.

Figure 3.2: Target state estimation using ray tracing method

Let x j|imagepkq P R2 be the 2D position of the jth target with respect to the

image reference frame, which can be approximated by the image coordinate at

the center of the target’s bounding box. Given xi|image, the target depth, d jpkq,

can be obtained by extracting the corresponding pixel value in the depth image.

Then, the target position with respect to the camera frame, FAi , is given by

x j|camerapkq “ d jpkqM´1
rx j|imagepkq 1s

T (3.1)

where M P R3ˆ3 is the camera intrinsic matrix. The target measurement zi, jpkq in

the inertial frame FW is obtained by mapping x j|camerapkq from FAi to FW

zi, jpkq “ Ripkqx j|
T
camerapkq ` rT

i pkq (3.2)

where Ripkq and ripkq are camera extrinsic parameters estimated from the robot

11



state vector, sipkq “ rxipkq yipkq θipkqsT , as follows:

Ripkq “

»

—

—

—

—

–

cospθipkqq ´sinpθipkqq 0

sinpθipkqq cospθipkqq 0

0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

,

ripkq “ rxipkq yipkq 0s
T (3.3)

Compared to the true target state x jpkq, the measurement zi, jpkq does not contain

the velocity terms and is assumed to be subjected to white, additive Gaussian

noise vpkq, which yields

zi, jpkq “

»

—

–

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

fi

ffi

fl
x jpkq ` vpkq (3.4)

as specified in (2.3). This linear measurement model is used to recursively esti-

mate the target state x̂i, jpkq in (2.4).

3.2 Local Communication

In multi-robot systems, communication is critical for cooperation and coordina-

tion among robots. In this paper, it is assumed that the network communication

is free of delays, which means that messages are transmitted and received in-

stantaneously without any loss of information. The communication range rc is

defined as the maximum distance between robots for reliable communication

[34, 18, 28, 25]. If the distance between robots is greater than rc, they cannot

communicate with each other directly. Since the robots can move around and

change their positions, the network communication topology is dynamic and

can change over time. At any instant of time, the communication topology can

be represented by an undirected graph G “ pN ,Aq, where N is the set of nodes

12



representing the robots andA is the set of arcs representing the communication

links between robots. The communication links are established based on the

inter-robot Euclidean distance, and only the robots within the communication

range rc are connected. Therefore, robots that are far away from each other can

be disconnected, forming local networks of various sizes.
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Figure 3.3: An illustrative example of a single connected communication
graph (a) and two locally connected communication graphs (b)
formed by five nodes (robots) of different configurations

The communication graphs representing the network in Fig. 3.3 show that,

at time step k, all five nodes (robots) are connected because their distance from

each other is within the communication range rc. However, at time step k1, when

the distance between node 2 and node 5 exceeds the communication range, the

connection between them is lost, and the communication network splits into

two locally connected graphs.

Furthermore, this paper considers a communication network that uses

multi-hop data transmission, which allows a robot’s messages to be transmit-

ted through one or more intermediate neighbors to reach distant, non-adjacent

neighbors. As a result, multi-hop communication offers advantages over the
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standard single-hop communication, such as improved connectivity and ex-

tended coverage [1, 8, 31]. The subsequent sections describe decentralized coor-

dination approaches that rely on communication-based information exchange.

To simplify the descriptions, the approaches assume that N robots establish a

single communication network to track M targets. Moreover, if the communica-

tion graph becomes disconnected, the methods remain applicable to any local

network without any loss of generality.
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CHAPTER 4

DECENTRALIZED COORDINATION

The main objective of decentralized coordination of MRNs is to find a valid

target assignment through local robot estimation and communication, where

every robot-target pair is associated with a tracking utility. In general, target

assignment problem can be divided into two categories as shown in Fig. 4.1:

single-assignment and multi-assignment problems. In single-assignment prob-

lems, each target is assigned to only one robot in the network [32]. In this case,

the objective is to find a one-to-one matching between the robots and targets,

such that each robot is responsible for tracking a unique target. In the multi-

assignment problems, each robot may be assigned to one or more targets, and

each target may be assigned to one or more robots. This flexibility allows for

more efficient use of the robots for target tracking, but also makes the assign-

ment problem more complex as the number of targets increases because the

number of possible assignments grows exponentially.
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Figure 4.1: Single-assignment problem and multi-assignment problem.

In order to solve the target-assignment problems, the auction-based algo-

rithm has been proposed [39, 3]. The algorithm consists of two phases, bidding

and assignment. In the bidding phase, each robot places a bid for each target,
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where the bid represents the cost or utility of the robot tracking that target. The

bidding process is carried out in a distributed manner where each robot com-

municates its bid to its neighbors in the network. The neighbors then combine

the bids from all robots and broadcast the updated values to their own neigh-

bors, leading to a network-wide distribution of bid values. In the assignment

phase, each robot selects a target to track based on the bids received in the bid-

ding phase. The robot selects the target with the highest bid that has not been

assigned to any other robot. The algorithm continues until all targets have been

assigned to a robot.

This paper proposes two new distributed algorithms for solving the multi-

assignment problem. These algorithms, called group-based assignment and

bundle-based assignment, both use an auction phase and a consensus phase

to achieve a conflict-free assignment. However, they differ in the way they con-

struct assignment combinations and the auction protocols they use. In both al-

gorithms, the notation introduced here is used. Let R̃pkq Ď Rpkq represent a local

network at an arbitrary time instant k ą 1, where multi-hop communication is

established. The set of robots in this network is represented by Ñpkq. The set of

targets tracked by all robots in R̃pkq at the previous time instant k´1 can be com-

municated across the local network and is denoted byMpk ´ 1q. Let Ri denote

the ith robot in the local network R̃pkq, although it may have a different index

in the entire network Rpkq due to the subset relationship R̃pkq Ď Rpkq. At each

time step k, Ri maintains a winning bid list yi and a winning agent list ai that are

iteratively updated during the auction process. The winning bid list keeps track

of the highest bid for each target, while the winning agent list indicates which

agents own each target. The index k is omitted for brevity in the remainder of

this section. The tracking utility function Ui, jp¨q is used to calculate bids, where
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larger values represent more favorable targets. The goal of robot coordination is

to maximize tracking performance in the local network. Based on these prelim-

inaries, the following subsections describe the design of two multi-assignment

algorithms.

4.1 Group-Based Assignment

The group-based assignment works by dividing the set of targets (M) into a

number of groups equal to the robots’ number (N) and having the agents bid

on the group, rather than individual targets. Then, each robot submits a bid for

each group of targets, and selects the group with the highest bid. Each target

group is then assigned to one and only one robot in the local network.
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3
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4
Auction

GBAA
Target groups in the local 
network:  {1, 2, 3}, {4}

1
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2

4

Target 
grouping
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Local network:{R1, R2}
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2
5

4

Local estimated targets:{1, 2, 3, 4}

Figure 4.2: Group-based target assignment in a local network

The group-based assignment converts a multi-assignment problem to a

single-assignment problem. By definition, the number of robots in a local net-

work R̃ is equivalent to the size or cardinality of the network, denoted by |R̃|.

Thus, the target set M obtained through communication is divided into |R̃|

groups for assignment. This partitioning is based on k-means clustering [14, 21].
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Assuming that target groups can be represented by their centroid position, the

tracking utility gained by robot i from selecting the ȷth target group is denoted

by Ui, ȷp¨q. This utility can be obtained by replacing the individual target esti-

mate with the group centroid. However, to claim the ȷth target group, robot i

also pays a bid yi, ȷ. Therefore, the net utility associated with a target group is

defined as Ui, ȷ ´ yi, ȷ. Each robot i P N aims to maximize this net utility while

avoiding conflicts.

As robot performs the same iterative process for auction and consensus at

each time instance, this paragraph focuses on describing one iteration which

consists of a single run of bidding and consensus. Let yplq
i “ typlq

i, ȷ | ȷ P t1, . . . ,Nuu

and aplq
i “ taplq

i, ȷ | ȷ P t1, . . . ,Nuu represent the winning bids list and the winning

agent list carried by robot i up to the lth iteration, respectively. At the start of the

pl ` 1qth iteration, robot i aims to claim the target group ȷi that maximizes its net

utility

ȷi “ arg max
ȷ

Ui, ȷ ´ yplq
i, ȷ , ȷ P t1, . . . ,Nu (4.1)

During the iterative process, if the another robot i1, i1 , i won the bid for the

target group ȷthi in the lth iteration, robot i will need to increase its bid to compete

for the target group in the pl ` 1qth iteration

ypl`1q

i, ȷi
“ yplq

i, ȷi
` δ (4.2)

where δ is the largest increment by which the bid can be increased, with the ȷthi

target group still being the best option for robot i [3, 27, 4]. The δ is the net utility

difference between the current best and second-best target group

δ “ pUi, ȷi ´ yplq
i, ȷi

q ´ max
ȷ1, ȷi

pUi, ȷ1 ´ yplq
i, ȷ1q (4.3)

Robot i increases its bid by δ and becomes the new winning agent for the ȷthi

target group. The winning bids list ypl`1q

i is then broadcast to neighboring robots
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to reach a consensus. Upon receiving their neighbors’ winning bids lists, robot

i updates its own lists using Equations (4.4) and (4.5).

ypl`1q

i, ȷ “ max
ıPN

ypl`1q
ı, ȷ , ȷ P t1, . . . ,Nu (4.4)

apl`1q

i, ȷ “ arg max
ıPN

ypl`1q
ı, ȷ , ȷ P t1, . . . ,Nu (4.5)

The auction and consensus processes are repeated until the winning agent lists

ai, i P N converge.

The group-based assignment algorithm can be summarized as follows:

Algorithm 1: One iteration of group-based assignment

Input: yplq
i , aplq

i in the lth iteration

Output: ypl`1q

i , apl`1q

i in the l ` 1th iteration

1. The ith robot tries to assume the best target group:

ȷi “ arg max
ȷ

Ui, ȷ ´ yplq
i, ȷ , ȷ P t1, . . . ,Nu

2. If the jth
i target group was won by another robot i1 , i, Robot i will increase

its bid and update the winning agent:

ypl`1q

i, ȷi
“ yplq

i, ȷi
` δ, apl`1q

i, ȷi
“ i

3. Send ypl`1q

i to all neighbors i1 P N, i1 , i

4. Receive ypl`1q

i1 from all neighbors i1 P N, i1 , i

5. Update the winning bid list ypl`1q

i, ȷ “ max
i1PN

ypl`1q

i1, ȷ

6. Update the winning agent list apl`1q

i, ȷ “ arg max
i1PN

ypl`1q

i1, ȷ

In the group-based approach, the multi-assignment problem is efficiently

solved by dividing the targets into groups of the same size as the robot net-

work, simplifying it into a single-assignment problem. However, this method

assumes that target groups are best represented by their centroids and treats
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them as a single item in the auction. This abstraction results in robots consid-

ering distinct targets equally important when grouped together, thereby losing

important information about the contribution of each target to the overall track-

ing utility. To address these limitations, the bundle-based assignment method

is presented in the next subsection.

4.2 Bundle-Based Assignment

Bundle-based assignment is a different approach compared to the group-based

assignment, allowing robots to bid on individual targets instead of groups. In

this method, each robot constructs a bundle during the auction by adding tar-

gets sequentially based on how much they improve the tracking utility that

needs to be optimized. The order in which targets are added reflects their im-

portance, with the first target being the most desirable for the robot. This bundle

is dynamic, unlike a group in the group-based assignment which is static. The

significance of targets within the bundle is used to calculate bids during the

auction. Therefore, this adaptability makes the bundle-based assignment more

flexible and robust than the group-based assignment, which requires a fixed

number of target groups to be defined before the auction. The bundle-based

assignment method draws inspiration from the consensus-based bundle algo-

rithm (CBBA) [7] which was created to allocate tasks to robots for a mission with

fixed locations and time windows. However, the CBBA only allocates tasks at

the beginning of the mission and cannot be modified during the mission. In

contrast, the proposed bundle-based assignment solves the target assignment

problem online, allowing for real-time adaptation to the dynamic nature of the

robots and targets.
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In the bundle-based assignment, in addition to the winning bid list yi and

winning agent list ai, robots also maintain a bundle list bi to keep track of the

dynamic assignment combination created during the auction. The length of yi

and ai is the same as the number of targets in the local network, whereas the

length of bi represents the maximum allowable number of targets that can be

assigned to each robot and can be chosen based on factors such as the average

target to robot ratio. The bundle-based assignment shares the same goal with

the group-based assignment, which is to find a conflict-free assignment itera-

tively. However, the auction protocols used by the two methods are different.

The following section describes an iteration of the bundle-based assignment to

highlight the primary distinctions between the two approaches.

In each iteration, after obtaining the winning bid list yplq
i , winning agent list

aplq
i , and bundle list bplq

i , robots in the bundle-based assignment aim to fill the

first empty element in bplq
i in the subsequent iteration. The index of the first

empty element in bplq
i is denoted by ni, and the robot selects the best target that

is not yet in the bundle to fill this element. The index of such a target is denoted

by j and is determined using the equation:

ji “ arg max
j
βni´1Ui, j, j PMzbplq

i (4.6)

Here, Ui, j is the tracking utility function with the robot states being temporar-

ily constant, and βni´1, 0 ă β ď 1, is a factor that hinders a target from being

selected by the robot who has already won many targets (a large ni). The fac-

tor is a design parameter that considers the amount of utility that each target

can contribute to the robot under consideration, and its value determines the

significance of each target.

Unlike the bid update in the group-based assignment (4.2), the element in
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the winning bid list is updated after selecting the jth
i target

ypl`1q

i, ji
“ max

j
βni´1Ui, j, j PMzbplq

i (4.7)

Then, the nth element in the bundle list bpl`1q

i of the new iteration is constructed

by comparing the updated ypl`1q

i with yplq
i from the previous iteration

bpl`1q

i,ni
“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

ji if ypl`1q

i, ji
ą yplq

i, ji

H otherwise
(4.8)

where H means no target will be added to bpl`1q

i because robot i is not able to

offer a larger bid than the previous rounds.

Once ypl`1q

i and bpl`1q

i are obtained, they are broadcast in the local network by

multi-hop communication [39] such that every robot will receive the up-to-date

highest bid for each target. After the broadcast of updated bid and winning tar-

get information, the robots perform a consensus step to update their winning

bid lists ypl`1q

i with the highest bid offered by themselves or their neighbors

[17]. This ensures that all robots have the most up-to-date information about

the highest bids for each target. Any targets that have been outbid are also re-

leased from the bundle list bpl`1q

i . Finally, the updated bundle list bpl`1q

i is used

to determine the winning agent list apl`1q

i for each robot i. If a target is assigned

to a robot in the updated bundle list, that robot is recorded as the winning agent

for that target. Otherwise, the winning agent for that target remains the same as

in the previous iteration. The updated winning agent list is given by

apl`1q

i, j “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

i if j P bpl`1q

i

aplq
i, j otherwise

, @i P N , @ j PM (4.9)

This completes one iteration of the bundle-based assignment algorithm. The

process of bidding, bundle construction, and consensus is repeated until a

conflict-free target assignment is achieved.
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The bundle-based assignment algorithm can be summarized as follows:

Algorithm 2: One iteration of bundle-based assignment

Input: yplq
i , aplq

i , bplq
i in the lth iteration for Robot i

Output: ypl`1q

i , apl`1q

i , bpl`1q

i in the l`1th iteration for Robot i

1. Robot i selects the best target that is not yet in bplq
i :

ji “ arg max
j
βni´1Ui, j, j PMzbplq

i

2. Update the winning bid list:

ypl`1q

i, ji
“ max

j
βni´1Ui, j, j PMzbplq

i

3. Update the nth element in the bundle:

bpl`1q

i,ni
“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

ji if ypl`1q

i, ji
ą yplq

i, ji

H otherwise

4. Send ypl`1q

i and bpl`1q

i to all neighbors i1 P N, i1 , i

5. Receive ypl`1q

i1 and bpl`1q

i from all neighbors i1 P N, i1 , i

6. Update the winning bid list:

ypl`1q

i,J “ max
i1PN

ypl`1q

i1,J

7. Update the winning agent list:

apl`1q

i, j “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

i if j P bpl`1q

i

aplq
i, j otherwise

, @i P N , @ j PM

In summary, both group-based assignment and bundle-based assignment

aim to iteratively update bids and assignments until a converged solution is

reached. Based on the converged ai, the target assignment solution to the de-

centralized coordination is obtained as

Pi “ t j PM | 1pai, j “ iqu, @i P N (4.10)

Pi represents the set of targets that are assigned to robot i after the auction and
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consensus process. For each target j in the entire set of possible targetsM, the

indicator function 1pai, j “ iq equals one if robot i is the winning agent for that

target j and zero otherwise. Thus, Pi is the set of all targets assigned to robot i

based on the converged winning agent list ai.

4.3 Complexity Analysis of Group-Based Assignment

The time complexity of the group-based assignment consists of three sequential

steps. In the first step, the robots establish a communication network, which

takes OpNMq time to exchange locally estimated target states. This ensures con-

sistency of the information used in subsequent steps. The second step involves

target grouping, where the M targets are divided into N groups, one for each

robot. The paper uses k-means clustering [14, 21] for target grouping, which

takes Opκ1NMq time to converge, where κ1 is the number of iterations required

for clustering. The last step is to determine a valid assignment through itera-

tive auction and has a worst-case time complexity of OpN3 max
i, j

pUi, j{ϵqq, where

ϵ is the minimum bid increment. This worst-case scenario involves a network

of chain structure that takes N ´ 1 communication rounds to propagate infor-

mation, a conflict on the assignment of every target group for all robots, and all

robots persistently placing minimum bid increments of ϵ to compete for a target

group [39]. Because it takes no more than N max
i, j

pUi, j{ϵq iterations to resolve con-

flicts on a single assignment among all robots [3], it follows that the worst-case

scenario requires no more than OpN3 max
i, j

pUi, j{ϵqq time to terminate. As a result,

the total computational complexity of the group-based assignment is

OpNM ` κ1NM ` N3 max
i, j

pUi, j{ϵqq (4.11)
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4.4 Complexity Analysis of Bundle-Based Assignment

In contrast to the group-based assignment, the bundle-based assignment has a

lower time complexity because it does not require target grouping before as-

signment. The first contribution term in the time complexity comes from con-

structing the communication network, which takes OpNMq time, the same as

the group-based assignment. The bundle-based algorithms have a different bid-

ding scheme than the group-based assignment, which affects the running time

required by the iterative auction. However, the worst-case scenario for comput-

ing the running time is constructed in a similar way as described in the group-

based assignment. In bundle-based assignment, robots bid on each of the M

targets separately, without dividing them into N groups as in the group-based

assignment. Conflicting assignments are resolved by each robot releasing the

targets that are outbid, which results in a worst-case time complexity of N2M to

reach consensus on all targets. Therefore, the total computational complexity of

the bundle-based assignment is

OpNM ` N2Mq (4.12)

Although the worst-case scenario involves N2M iterations, in practice, the algo-

rithm usually converges much earlier because some robots may form smaller

local networks, resulting in a more efficient communication topology than the

chain graph assumed in the worst-case scenario.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this chapter, the proposed decentralized coordination approach is tested

and evaluated through extensive simulations under various scenarios, includ-

ing randomized initial network configurations, different target trajectories, and

varying communication ranges for inter-robot communication. Section 5.1 as-

sesses the performance of the two proposed assignments. In Section 5.2, the

impact of network coordination is examined. Lastly, Section 5.4 involves phys-

ical experiments with several UGVs to track human targets, demonstrating the

potential real-time implementation of the proposed methods.

5.1 Performance Analysis of Group-Based Assignment and

Bundle-Based Assignment

The group-based assignment simplifies the multi-assignment problem by first

grouping the targets before the auction. To achieve this, robots within a local

network share their estimated target states and divide the targets into groups

based on their distance. As shown in Fig. 5.1(a), robots R1 and R2 form a lo-

cal network and identify three targets. Then, they divide the targets into two

groups, which is the same number as the robots (Fig.5.1(b)). Next, robots esti-

mate the tracking utility of each group and conduct an auction. In Fig. 5.1(c),

R1 selects the Group 1, which has the highest net utility, and places the largest

bid it can afford on the Group 1. Following the same strategy, R2 also places a

bid on the Group 1 (Fig.5.1(d)). At this time, a conflict arises between the two

robots as they both bid on the same group. However, through the local network
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communication, R1 decides to select the Group 1 because it places a higher bid.

In the second iteration, R1 maintains its bid as it had already won in the pre-

vious round (Fig.5.1(e)). On the other hand, R2 changes its bid to the Group 2

(Fig.5.1(f)), as the price of the Group 1 has increased due to R1’s bidding. Fi-

nally, R2 chooses Group 2, resulting in the target assignments being completed

without any conflicts.
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Figure 5.1: Process of the group-based assignment in a local network
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In the bundle-based assignment, each robot constructs a bundle by sequen-

tially adding targets based on the individual target’s tracking utility. Therefore,

a bundle refers to a dynamic combination of targets that is formed during the

auction process. Overall process of the bundle-based assignment is simulated in

Fig. 5.2. To begin the bundle-based assignment process, each robot starts with

an empty bundle list, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2(a). Next, R1 selects the target

with the highest tracking utility, which is the Target 1, and places its initial bid

on it, as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). However, R2 also wants the Target 1 the most and

places its initial bid on the Target 1 as well, resulting in a conflict (Fig.5.2(c)-(d)).

The robots then communicate with each other to resolve the conflict, and R2

releases its bid on the Target 1 because R2 has been outbid (Fig.5.2(e)). All the

robots keep bidding for targets until all targets are assigned to one of the robots.

At the end of the auction, each robot has a bundle list that contains the assigned

targets. The final bundle list for each robot is illustrated in Fig. 5.2(f).
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Figure 5.2: Process of the bundle-based assignment in a local network
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5.2 Impact of Network Coordination

In this section, the impact of network coordination is demonstrated by compar-

ing the two proposed assignments with the non-adaptive assignment method,

which is the expected entropy reduction (EER) based tracking control. It is

assumed that the non-adaptive assignment is realized by fixing the initial tar-

get assignment throughout the simulation and only optimizing the EER-based

tracking utility for network control. As illustrated in Fig. 5.3, The simulation is

conducted in a bounded workspace of size 100m ˆ 50m containing six moving

targets and four mobile robots. The targets are randomly placed at the begin-

ning of the simulation, and the initial target states are assumed to be known to

the robot network. Also, targets are denoted by the color of the robot they are

assigned to throughout the simulation.
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Figure 5.3: An example of the initial network configuration with robots
and the assigned targets visualized in the same color

To ensure a fair comparison among the three methods, the same initial con-

figuration and a communication range of 30m are used for testing. The tracking

results at the same time instant for all three methods are illustrated in Fig. 5.4. In
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EER control, it can be seen that the targets x4 and x6 are being tracked by robots

s1 and s2 respectively, even though the two targets are in close proximity to each

other and could have been efficiently tracked by a single robot. This inefficiency

arises due to the lack of coordination in the EER control method. Additionally,

the tracking of target x3 is negatively impacted as robot s2 has to travel a signif-

icant distance to track it after tracking target x6. This could potentially decrease

the overall target tracking rate and increase uncertainty in the estimates of target

x3 and ultimately lead to tracking failure. The group-based assignment shown

in Fig.5.4(b) achieves coordination by having robots select target groups based

on a distance criterion. In this case, robot s1 selects the group of targets x1, x4,

and x6, which allows it to track targets x4 and x6 while freeing up robot s2 to track

target x3. This approach improves the overall target tracking rate and reduces

uncertainty in the estimates of the targets. Even more effective coordination is

achieved by the bundle-based assignment in Fig.5.4(c), where the assignment of

targets x3 and x4 change to adapt to the target and robot movements. This re-

sults in more effective coordination, as the targets are assigned to the robots that

are closest to them. In the case of targets x3 and x5, they are assigned to robot s4,

which is closest to their current positions. This allows for instantaneous or easy

tracking in the next time steps, leading to better overall performance.
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Figure 5.4: Demonstration of tracking using EER control (a) and group-
based assignment (b) and bundle-based assignment (c)
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5.3 Quantitative Analysis

The quantitative analysis aims to compare the proposed GBAC and BBAC meth-

ods with an offline optimal solution and two decentralized approximate ap-

proaches: EER control and PD control. EER control optimizes the decentralized

network under the assumption that target assignments are known beforehand,

while PD control minimizes the Euclidean distance between initially assigned

targets and the center of the robot’s field of view.

The effectiveness of these methods is evaluated using two metrics: average

target tracking rate (ATTR), which measures the ratio of average target tracking

time to the total simulation time, and average robot traveling distance (ARTD),

which represents the average distance covered by all robots in the network. For

all methods, 15 tests of varying initial network configurations were performed

in simulation including six moving targets and four mobile robots. The ATTR

and ATRD metrics recorded for each of these tests are presented in Table 5.1.

While ARTD alone doesn’t solely indicate tracking performance, it can be com-

bined with ATTR to analyze the tracking efficiency in relation to energy con-

sumption. Thus, the tracking efficiency metric, defined as the ratio of ATTR to

ARTD, is also presented in Table 5.1, providing insights into the average target

tracking rate per unit distance traveled by the robot.

From Table 5.1, it is evident that the proposed GBAC and BBAC methods

outperform all the baselines, except for the offline optimal solution, which sets

the upper bound for decentralized approaches. Compared to EER control and

PD control, the superior performance of GBAC and BBAC can be attributed to

adaptive target assignments achieved through network coordination. Among
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Table 5.1: Comparison of Tracking Performance

Methods Assignment Average Average Average

ATTR ARTD (m) efficiency

Optimal Adaptive 77.43% 98.71 0.78

BBAC Adaptive 71.36% 92.80 0.77

GBAC Adaptive 66.69% 109.65 0.61

EER control Pre-defined 53.68% 92.22 0.58

PD control Pre-defined 45.83% 90.48 0.51

the two proposed methods, BBAC consistently demonstrates a higher ATTR on

average while maintaining a lower ARTD. This observation is also reflected in

the tracking efficiency metric (Table 5.1). GBAC falls short because it utilizes

an abstract group representation for distinct targets when determining target

assignments. In contrast, BBAC achieves more effective coordination by con-

sidering the individual targets’ contributions to the network tracking utility.

5.4 Physical Experiments

The physical experiments are conducted to validate the proposed coordina-

tion methods in a decentralized manner using physical robots while achieving

real-time tracking objectives. The experiments are performed in an indoor lab

workspace, as shown in Fig. 5.5, using Husarion ROSbots equipped with Or-
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becc Astra RGB-D cameras, WiFi antennas, and odometry sensors. The robot’s

localization can be achieved through onboard odometry sensors or external mo-

tion capture systems installed in the lab, and the communication among robots

is achieved by exchanging data over a shared WiFi network (Fig.5.6).
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Figure 5.5: Indoor workspace
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The initial phase of the experiments involves testing the performance of

vision-based target detection, classification, and state estimation using a sin-

gle target, which is presented in Appendix A. Afterwards, the decentralized

optimization framework for multi-target tracking is evaluated, where the robot

network is given the initial target positions and reference images of the targets-

of-interest, simulating a real-life tracking scenario with some prior knowledge

of the targets. The experiments were recorded by a surveillance camera placed

at a predetermined location that covers the majority of the workspace.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the decentralized coordination, a scenario is

designed with three targets moving in opposite directions. This scenario poses a

significant challenge as it involves spatially close targets that cross each other’s

paths, potentially leading to confusion in target classification, assignment, and

a negative impact on tracking performance. Both the EER control and the pro-

posed methods are tested on this scenario, with the EER control demonstrating

real-time tracking ability that is independent of adaptive target assignment. In

contrast, the proposed methods showcase the role of network coordination in

physical experiments.

Fig. 5.7 illustrates the successful tracking of assigned targets by the robots

under the EER control. The assigned targets are indicated by the color of the

robot they are assigned to. The figures show that the robots are able to track

their initially assigned targets (Fig. 5.7(a)) consistently and accurately through-

out the experiment (5.7(b) and 5.7(c)), without being distracted or confused by

the other targets in the network. The trajectory of the targets and the optimized

robot paths are shown in Fig.5.8. The EER control method is able to track targets

consistently and accurately, but it is not an optimal solution as it cannot adapt
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to dynamic changes in robot and target movements. As a result, the proposed

coordination methods show better performance in terms of average target track-

ing time and robot traveling distance, as illustrated in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10.

Figure 5.7: The EER control tracking three moving targets with the view
of initial configuration (a), intermediate configuration (b) and
final configuration (c)
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Figure 5.8: The robot path (si) for tracking the initially assigned targets (x j)
under EER control

On the other hand, the tracking results of the proposed coordination meth-

ods show the difference in the target assignment given the same initial configu-
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ration, demonstrating that the assignment is able to dynamically adapt to robot

and target movements by network coordination. The results shown in Fig. 5.9

and Fig. 5.10 are obtained by implementing the group-based assignment. Com-

pared to the results in EER control, the results in the group-based assignment

show that the target assignment is changed dynamically. Initially, targets 1 and 3

are assigned to robot 1, but they move in the direction of robot 2, and hence, they

are automatically reassigned to robot 2 to improve tracking efficiency. Similarly,

despite being initially assigned to robot 2, target 2 is reassigned to robot 1 due to

its movement towards robot 1. The color change in the target trajectories in Fig.

5.10 represents the timing of the reassignment of targets. The results demon-

strate that the robot paths are optimized to track the selected targets both before

and after the target assignment change. Additionally, the inter-robot communi-

cation enables the network to negotiate and resolve any conflicting assignments

that arise due to robot and target movements. The bundle-based assignment is

also implemented in this scenario, but the results are omitted for brevity as they

show similar adaptive assignment to the group-based assignment.

Figure 5.9: The group-based assignment tracking three moving targets
with the view of initial configuration (a), intermediate configu-
ration (b) and final configuration (c)
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The presented paper introduces a decentralized coordination framework for

multi-robot networks in tracking multiple dynamic targets. Two approximate

approaches, namely group-based assignment and bundle-based assignment,

are proposed to tackle the NP-hard optimization problem of target assignment.

These approaches leverage local communication and auction mechanisms to

achieve conflict-free assignments and optimize the tracking utility of each robot

in real-time.

Figure 6.1: Diagram summarizing the contributions, methods imple-
mented, and results
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The simulation results demonstrate that both the group-based assignment

and bundle-based assignment perform close to the optimal solution and outper-

form other decentralized methods. The quantitative analysis utilized two met-

rics, average target tracking rate (ATTR) and average robot traveling distance

(ARTD), to evaluate the effectiveness of these methods. The analysis shows

that the proposed GBAC and BBAC methods achieve higher average efficiency

than the EER and PD controls, resulting in improved tracking efficiency. In

the case study with six moving targets and four mobile robots, the impact of

network coordination is compared with the non-adaptive assignment method

(EER control). It is observed that the EER control lacks coordination, leading to

suboptimal target assignments and potential tracking inefficiencies. In contrast,

the group-based assignment successfully coordinates the robots by dividing the

targets into groups based on distance and achieves more efficient tracking. The

bundle-based assignment further improves coordination by dynamically adapt-

ing the target assignments to the movements of the targets and robots, resulting

in even better performance.

Additionally, the physical experiments validate the effectiveness of decen-

tralized coordination and applicability of the proposed methods in a real-world

scenarios. The experiments using the non-adaptive assignment method show-

cased the robots’ ability to consistently and accurately track their initially as-

signed targets without being distracted or confused by other targets in the net-

work. The trajectory of the targets and optimized robot paths further illustrate

the successful tracking under the non-adaptive assignment method. However,

it is noted that the non-adaptive assignment method is not optimal as it can-

not adapt to dynamic changes in robot and target movements. In contrast, the

proposed coordination methods, exhibit dynamic adaptation in target assign-
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ment based on robot and target movements. The results obtained through the

group-based assignment demonstrate the reassignment of targets based on their

proximity to robots, resulting in improved tracking efficiency.

Overall, the paper presents a comprehensive research study on decentral-

ized coordination for multi-robot target tracking. The proposed approaches

provide valuable insights into achieving efficient and adaptive target assign-

ments in real-world applications such as surveillance and security. The exper-

imental results validate the effectiveness of the methods and contribute to the

understanding of the benefits of network coordination in multi-robot tracking

scenarios.
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CHAPTER 7

FUTURE WORK

Based on the outcomes of our experiments, we can propose two main possi-

ble direction for the future work. Firstly, we can consider merging the suggested

framework for robot network coordination and control with a virtual reality in-

terface. Our investigation revealed several constraints arising from the scarcity

of equipment, as well as concerns regarding privacy and security. To address

these limitations, we can conduct experiments that simultaneously bridge the

physical and digital world. This approach overcomes these limitations by aug-

menting a physical workspace and physical agents with visually realistic envi-

ronments and virtual agents rendered through simulation tools.

Secondly, the proposed robot network coordination and control framework

can be extended to human-robot collaboration, which can leverage complemen-

tary skills of different agents for cooperative tracking. Adverse weather con-

ditions serve as an example where the vision of robots becomes limited due to

factors such as fog or rain, leading to potential loss of targets in the environ-

ment. In such scenarios, a human operator can play a crucial role by sharing

information and effectively assisting the robots. By incorporating human in-

telligence into the mixed team, the complexity of situations that can be tackled

by robotic agents alone is significantly increased. Furthermore, human input

can be transmitted to the robots asynchronously, enabling the human operator

to decide when to interact with the robot team without negatively impacting

robot performance.
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APPENDIX A

EXPERIMENT OF THE ONLINE SENSING

The aim of this experiment was to verify the effectiveness of the vision-based

target detection, classification, and state estimation pipeline (illustrated in Fig.

5.6) independently from the network coordination and communication. In one

of the experimental trials, a sequence of frames was captured and presented in

Fig. A.1. The robot was provided with the initial target position and reference

images of the target-of-interest beforehand. Although the target was not within

the robot’s field-of-view (FOV) at t “ 0s, the robot successfully tracked the tar-

get based on the predicted target dynamics at t “ 18s and correctly identified

the target ID. Throughout the experiment, the robot continuously measured the

target states by integrating RGB data, depth data, and robot localization infor-

mation using equations (3.1) to (3.3). The robot path was planned by optimizing

the tracking utility to ensure the target stayed within its FOV, as shown in the

snapshot at t “ 46s. The target trajectory and the planned robot path are illus-

trated in Fig. A.2.
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Figure A.1: Demonstration of vision-based tracking with the robot view
superimposed with the recording camera view
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